AGENDA

12:00 Lunch

13:00 Opening Remarks

 Bojana Bellamy, President, Centre for Information Policy Leadership

13:15 Presentation of the Assessment list and Piloting Phase

 Nathalie Smuha, Coordinator of the HLEG on AI, DG Connect, EU Commission
 Andrea Renda, Senior Research Fellow and Head of Global Governance, Regulation, Innovation & Digital Economy, CEPS

13:45 Presentation of the ICO AI Auditing Framework

 Ali Shah, Head of Technology Policy, ICO

14:00 Constructive feedback on the Assessment List

Participants will provide feedback on the assessment list and in particular as regards its usefulness, relevance, completeness, implementability, governance, interoperability or conflict with other frameworks and scope for improvement.

Discussions will include general feedback on the assessment list as well as a deep-dive into selected topics (The questions below aim to facilitate a structured discussion on the assessment list).

- Privacy and data governance
- Transparency
- Non-discrimination and fairness
- Accountability

16:30 End of Roundtable